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T H E O L O G I C A L  T R E N D S  

Religious Themes in Liberation Theology 

T /HE TOPIG of this essay, 'religious themes in liberation theology' ,  is 
general enough to be treated in any number  of different ways. I shall 

begin then with a few prenotes that will define the particular perspective 
that will govern these remarks. 

First of all, the major  sources in what follows will be the liberation 
theologians who have been writing theology in Latin America over the 
past two decades. But my  intention here is not simply to re-present or 
restate their theologies, but  to interpret and transpose them into a more 
general theological language. I will not try to address the concrete 
problems that Christians and generally all the people in Latin America 
are facing, since in fact the audience intended here is more general. I 
will thus try to formulate my  remarks in a language that is applicable to 
the work of teachers and those engaged in practical ministry in an 
English-speaking environment.  

Secondly, what is a 'religious issue?'. Sometimes the religious is defined 
objectively as anything having to do with the absolute, with the infinite, 
with the transcendent order, with God. And sometimes the religious is 
looked upon existentially and functionally from an anthropological point 
of view as the h u m a n  phenomenon of  being ultimately concerned or as 
any human  surrender and commitment  with an infinite passion. In  this 
discussion I will not distinguish rigidly between these two approaches to 
the religious, but  will rather try to hold them closely together by the 
device of question and answer. In  general, by the religious I mean the 
sphere of transcendence, that which is experienced as the realm of ultimate 
reality and truth that surrounds us and in which we live. In these remarks 
religious themes are themes that involve our experience of God. 

The general theme of the discussion, then, is transcendence and the 
experience of transcendence in liberation theology. But I wish to define 
and limit the discussion further to three particular issues or questions 
which will form the basic outline of  what  follows. These three questions 
are really very simple, but  their simplicity is in direct proportion to their 
profound and inexhaustible nature. Thus  one cannot expect an adequate 
answer to them here, nor a complete representation of liberation theology 
in:their  regard. But something can be said on a very basic level about 
the following issues. The first question concerns the nature of God: what 
is God like? The  second concerns the relation of God to us: what does 
God do? How does God act? How are we affected by God? And the 
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third question concerns our  relat ionship to God:  how should we respond 
to God? 

These very e lementary  religious issues suffuse l iberat ion theology. As I 
read it, l iberat ion theology is always and completely about  these religious 
issues, even when it is address ing the concrete social problems that 
dominate  life in that  southern continent .  I t  is t rue that  l ibera t ion theology 
also deals with social theory and in terpre ta t ion  of  the social, political and 
economic si tuations that  prevai l  in La t in  Amer ica ;  l iberat ion theology 
seeks to change society. But it is an error  which resuks in mis in terpre ta t ion  
to view what  is be ing  said by  l ibera t ion theologians on these issues 
independent ly  or  in isolation from a religious perspect ive and motivat ion.  
Libera t ion  theology is theology, and  all of its posit ions are a reflection of 
religious issues. A n d  since l ibera t ion theology is Chris t ian theology, its 
responses to basic religious themes and issues are in terms of  Chris t ian 
faith and belief. Therefore  I p ropose ' t o  respond to these three religious 
questions by  means  of th ree  basic Chr is t ian  doctrines or  symbols,  namely,  
Jesus  who is the Chris t  of God,  the Spiri t  of God,  and  the idea of 
Chr is t ian  spiri tuali ty.  

Finally,  a last in t roductory  prenote  has to do with a method  of approach 
to these three rel igious issues. In  what  follows I will address the religious 
issues of  God,  G o d ' s  re lat ion to us and our  response to God  by means  of 
a strategy of quest ion and  answer.  Tha t  is, I will first raise the question 
and then give what  I take to be in outl ine form the answer which 
l iberat ion theology gives to the question. This  method  is useful for a 
couple of  reasons. O n  the one hand,  l ibera t ion theology is often misinter-  
pre ted  simply because interpreters  are not  aware of the problems to which 
it is responding.  A n d  on the other  hand,  more  generally,  theological 
posit ions or  s tatements make no sense at all unless one appreciates  the 
question to which it is a response.  One  cannot  meaningful ly  communica te  
theological answers to people who have never  exper ienced the question 
to which they are the response.  One  must  raise the question to which 
l iberat ion theology is responding  in o rder  to unders tand  its position. 

GOD 

The question of God 
As l iberat ion theologians like to point  out, the problem of  God  is more  

of  a question for nor thern  theology than i t  is for themselves. This  is in 
some measure  true,  depend ing  on how the p rob lem is conceived. Cer ta in ly  
in our  culture we are  aware of severe cultural  shifts relative to the past. 
In  Europe  and Nor th  Amer i ca  it is perfectly acceptable socially to be an 
atheist.  As theologians we know we cannot  prove or demons t ra te  the 
existence of G o d ,  not  to one convinced that  God  is not, and  even less to 
one who does not care one way or the other. As N e w m a n  said, all 
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apologetics for God really depends on moral openness towards and a 
quest for God. j And William James  is correct when he insists that every 
argument  that purports to prove God ' s  existence merely thematizes what 
one already experiences in some way to be the case. 2 

The real crisis undermining every objective approach to the existence 
of God lies in the fact that we have undergone a radical cultural  change 
relative to the past. I f  we experience anything it is a real sense of  the 
absence of God from our  world. 3 And  this experience has been so deep 
and wrenching that modern  thinkers have even tried to develop cogent 
arguments for why God should not and cannot exist. Because God has 
been conceived as over against and in competition with h u m a n  existence, 
it is argued that God is incompatible with a real sense of  h u m a n  autonomy 
and responsibility. I f  all being, all that is really real, is recapitulated and 
already contained in the infinite being of God,  then quite literally there 
would be nothing for human  freedom to accomplish, except perhaps its 
own damnation,  and the exercise of  h u m a n  freedom and history itself 
would be pointless. From this point of view the gospel of atheism appears 
to be a limited but real liberation. In  sum, many  objective approaches to 
God of the past generated concepts and understandings of God that are 
no longer acceptable to our culture. 

Because of the failure of this objective route to God, much of modern 
theology has shifted to an existential and experiential analysis and solution 
to the problem. A psychological, or a sociological, or a transcendental 
analysis of h u m a n  existence can lead to the conclusion that all people 
need and actually posit some centre and over-riding meaning and goal 
to their lives. 4 All people respond, at least implicitly by their action, to 
the problem of their ultimate destiny. 5 In  effect they surrender their 
freedom and direct their lives according to some ultimate concern. In 
this sense all people posit some absolute in their lives and live by some 
faith. This approach is a reasonable one that opens up the question of 
God in a realistic way by appealing to human  experience of an ultimate 
concern. 

But this route too is plagued with problems. First of all, an existential 
point of view is also an historically conscious point of view. Historical 
consciousness, and our culture is conscious of the relativity of history, 
implies that human,  beings are bound to history and this world for their 
knowledge of  everything, so that God must  be revealed to us in and 
through history. But when one turns to history what one finds is not a 
scarcity of revelation, but a bewildering array of different revelations of 
God, all saying something different and in a competition with each other 
that cancels out the final relevance of them all. For those willing to 
pursue the issue, not with a merely objective and fascinated curiosity in 
the religious phenomenon,  but with existential concern for truth, the 
question of God becomes that of  which God one chooses. 
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More and more today, then, at least on the cultural level if not also 
on the theological, the question of God concerns first of  all where God is 
to be found. Where  do we look in order to find God and understand 
God. And even prior to that is the question of  the kind of  God for which 
one is looking. This is the question on which I wish to focus. What  is 
one 's  notion of  God or concept of  God? More  importantly, what is the 
Christian view of God? What  view of God does the Church present to 
the world? What  kind of  God is presented to the world today by 
Christianity in the face of today 's  culture and its questions? What  
conception of God responds to and makes sense of our history with its 
massive suffering of the innocent, especially the suffering imposed on 
human  beings by other h u m a n  beings. It is this form of the question to 
which liberation theology offers some response. 

The response of liberation theology 
Liberation theology, as far as I am aware, does not have a systematically 

developed theology of  God. 6 Rather  the view of  God in liberation theology 
is for the most part based on biblical theology and is developed especially 
in its christology, at least implicitly. And  this christology finds its most 
fruitful insights by focusing on the historical person of Jesus. Although 
this approach has sometimes been judged naive by the critics of liberation 
theology, there is another way of looking at it. The  more deeply theology 
becomes aware of  historical consciousness, of the historicity of all our 
thinking, the more convinced it will become that the only way of coming 
into contact with God is through the events of  history. There is no other 
way of  forming a doctrine of God than through some revelation, through 
an appeal to some historical experience of God or some manifestation of 
God in history. And for Christian faith and theology, the event that most 
fully reveals who God is is the event of Jesus in history. 

It  can be said, I think, that this is part  of  the significance of  the first 
and most central doctrinal decision of Christianity at Nicaea. In  affirming 
that ' the Son'  was consubstantial with the Father against the Arians, 
these bishops were saying that no less than God was present to and at 
work in this Jesus. And  that implies a first response that Christians give 
to the question of God: if you wish to know who and what God is, if 
you wish to understand God or form a notion of what God is like, you 
must turn to and focus your  attention on Jesus of  Nazareth.7 In  Rahner ian 
language, Jesus is the real symbol that makes God present in the world. 
The answer to the question of  where God is to be found in a public 
historical way is in the life of  the man Jesus. 

What  does liberation theology find out about God by focusing on Jesus 
as God ' s  revelation? What  is the image or notion or concept of God that 
emerges from allowing attention to Jesus to mediate what God is like? 
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Here I wish to enumerate some aspects of the theology of God from 
liberation theology without being exhaustive. 

First of  all the transcendent and powerful God of  Jewish tradition is 
also radically immanent  in the world and especially human  existence. 
The symbols of the Logos of God being incarnate in Jesus, or of Jesus 
acting under  the influence of  God ' s  Spirit, give expression to the experi- 
ence of God come close and being really present to us within human  life 
in the world. As Bonhoeffer put it, God is not found at the periphery; 
God is personally present at the centre of  human  life in the world, s This 
means that transcendence or the realm of God is not found by striving 
to move outside this world by an escape from it, but  is encountered 
precisely within human  life itself. As in the case of Jesus, transcendence 
is a part of every aspect of human  life and is encountered within the 
ordinary exercises of  our  freedom. As a consequence of  this, it appears 
that God ' s  immanence to human  history is such that God bestows on 
the exercise of h u m a n  freedom a transcendent value, a value that shares 
in God 's  immanence to it and God ' s  own absoluteness. 9 

Secondly if one allows one 's  image of God to be shaped by Jesus, God 
appears as personal and affectively concerned about human  life in this 
world. Negatively, God is not objective or impersonal being, but subjec- 
tive and personal; the creator is engaged, involved and attentive, a lover 
of what God has created. This love of  God is both egalitarian and partial. 
As revealed in the ministry of  Jesus, it is a love for all, for each one as if 
there were no others. Thus  this love of God constitutes all human  beings 
in a radical equality of absolute worth in God ' s  eyes. This absoluteness 
of  God ' s  love, and the absolute value that it bestows on human  life, are 
confirmed in the experience of  Jesus ' s  resurrection. The author of life 
who created out of absolute love ratifies the absoluteness of that love by 
drawing all things back into itself. But precisely because of this egalitarian 
love, God is concerned in a special way for those whom we human  beings 
disvalue, demean, injure and dehumanize by prejudice, hatred, sin and 
injustice. There  is hardly a memory  of  Jesus preserved in the New 
Testament  stories about him that does not radiate this message. God as 
communicated by Jesus is a God who is radically for human  life and 
against human  suffering. God is a God of  judgment  ' and  mercy, but 
God ' s  judgment  is not first; rather it flows from God 's  love and mercy. 
Because God is a God of love for all, God ' s  anger flares at the human  
injustices that demean God ' s  own people. The Christian God is a God 
of love and a God bent on the cause of  human  life; therefore God must  
be thought of 'as the contradiction of the wretched condition of real 
life', i° 

In  sum, the logic of Christian faith is that it allows Jesus to be the 
central mediating symbol for its idea o r  notion of God. Liberation 
theologians, by allowing their imagination to be informed and structured 
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by Jesus and his life, have recaptured for our time essential qualities of 
the Christian God, especially as they respond to our social and historical 
situation. 

GOD'S SPIRIT OR GRACE 

The question of what God does in history 
A second basic religious question is this: what does G o d  do? And it 

can be approached from a couple of different angles. It can be seen as 
the question of the unbeliever for whom the hypothesis of God is 
meaningless, for God does not do anything. The world is the same with 
or without God. Or it can be the question of the seeker after God, the 
one who looks for God but cannot find God because God does not appear 
in the world. Or it can be viewed as the question of the traditional 
Christian for whom the classical symbols and doctrines have broken down 
because they do not correspond to experience. The doctrine of providence 
says that God is provident; God foresees, guides and directs history 
according to God's will. But all one has to do is assume~ a concrete 
existential and historical point of view, and then take a look, ~/nd suddenly 
the doctrine appears as not only incredible but scandalous. Is this God's 
will? The language of redemption and salvation is equally ambiguous. 
Easter talk is the talk of victory, of the overcoming of the power of 
darkness, of the conquering of sin. But what does this mean? No one 
today imagines that there is less sin today than before Christ, not certainly 
in Christian cultures. If anything, the damage of sin to human life is 
continually augmented through technology. Are we willing in the face of 
this to say that this salvation really only refers to eternal life? But this 
projection of salvation into an absolute future in another world leaves 
this one pretty much the same as it was, with an absence of God and 
without a concrete meaning for salvation in and for this world. 

One of the deepest problems for all religion is human suffering. And 
today we witness this human suffering in huge unprecedented social 
proportions. As the population of this planet increases, so too does the 
actual inequality and degradation of human life, and even worse, our 

'~,ability to live with and accept this situation. In liberation theology the 
category, 'the poor' is a religious symbol because encounter with poor 
people is a mediation of God. But to make sense out of this, the logic 
and epistemology of it, one must first experience the scandal of the poor. 
This symbolic mediation and encounter must pass through negativity. In 
the first place the poor of this world are a religious scandal because they 
embody the question for us: what does God do for them in this world? 

The response of liberation theology 
I will formulate my interpretation of how liberation theology responds 

to this question in terms of the Spirit of God or grace. And in this 
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terminology grace and God's Spirit are synonymous. The symbol of 
God's Spirit refers to God as immanent in the world and experienced in 
human lives. And many theologies of grace, though not all, identify the 
referent of the word grace with God's Spirit. An answer to the question 
of what God does in the world, then, can be formulated in terms of the 
theology of grace. 

Liberation theology understands that God does not act in the world 
overtly, or, in the language of scholasticism, by taking the place of and 
acting as a secondary cause. God does not intervene objectively, that is, 
as an object, in history. The response of liberation theology to the 
question of what God does in relation to human suffering is not that 
Christians should pray for a miracle. For liberation theology, as for 
modern theology in general, the idea that God acts in history means that 
God is present to and an empowering force in human subjects. God acts 
within people. 11 God is present and active in the whole of creation by 
God's creative power that holds all that is in being. But God does not 
intervene and disrupt the order of the very processes that God established. 
If  we wish to think of God intervening in creation and history it should 
be in terms of God's personal self-communication to human beings in a 
way that this Spirit of God within us moves us from within. As Aquinas 
said, God acts on creatures according to their natures. But since human 
beings are free, God acts in human history within and through human 
freedom. 12 To put this very bluntly, the only way God acts in human 
history, beyond sustaining creation in existence, is through human 
freedom. 

But what exactly does God's Spirit do within human freedom? The 
long tradition of the theologies of grace respond to this question quite 
clearly. I mention just two of the effects of grace that are important here. 
First of all, God's gracious love accepts human freedom. As Luther put 
it most strongly, God's loving presence accepts human freedom as it is, 
as sinful, with an absolute acceptance that gives human freedom, the 
person, an absolute value. And secondly, God's Spirit is not only an 
accepting presence, it is also a power. As Augustine understood it, God's 
grace converts, it opens up human freedom out of itself in love for others. 
God's Spirit is the constant source of human empowerment that is 
responsible for self-transcending love of other human beings in the world. 

Two things flow from this conception of how God acts in history and 
what God does in the world. The first is the absolute importance of 
human freedom in itself. The absolute value of human lives in the world 
is constituted by God's love for them. The second is the absolute value 
of the exercise of human freedom. The classical doctrine of co-operative 
grace, begun with Augustine and cor~tinued in Aquinas and the whole 
Catholic tradition, is supremely important here. God is not in competition 
with human freedom. Quite the opposite, God's Spirit makes human 
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freedom free; God  empowers  h u m a n  freedom. A n d  God  acts in the world 
through h u m a n  freedom. To  put  this another  way, h u m a n  freedom is 
the vehicle of  the ins t rument  of  G o d ' s  action in the world. G o d ' s  values,  
and that  which we consider  good and meaningful  for h u m a n  life in the 
world in the light of our  conception of God,  will be established by God  
in this world only in so far as they are established by  h u m a n  freedom 
impelled by  G o d ' s  Spirit .  In  this view, it is the activi ty of  G o d ' s  Spiri t  
that  gives h u m a n  freedom its absolute impor tance .  

In  this light one can see the logic of  the religious media t ion  of those 
who suffer, of the poor.  The  very negat ivi ty of their  condit ion in contrast  
to what  it should be,  their  very suffering and the d iminishment  of their  
freedom, call forth or  summon  the effective power  of G o d ' s  Spir i t  in 
their  own lives and in the lives of  the more  fortunate who encounter  
them. 13 The  poor  of the whole world and those close at hand  are h u m a n  
beings like us and we are in sol idari ty with them as h u m a n  beings.  The i r  
dehumaniza t ion  is our  dehumaniza t ion .  The i r  condi t ion and our  solidari ty 
with them are a sacrament  that  tells us what  should be and can be by  
h u m a n  freedom precisely by the logic of scandal.  O u r  very scandal is an 
impulse to resist and  to reverse their  si tuation.  The i r  suffering and our  
solidari ty with them are a sacrament  that  mediates  the power  of  God ' s  
Spiri t  within our  own f reedom and through it into public  social history. 
God  acts in history in and through the poor  insofar as h u m a n  beings 
respond to the power  of  G o d ' s  Spiri t  in aggressive action against  their  
pover ty  and suffering. 

S P I R I T U A L I T Y  

The question of how to respond to God 
The  third religious theme in l ibera t ion theology which I shall discuss 

concerns spiri tuali ty.  A n d  the approach  to this issue in terms of a question 
and an answer becomes crucially impor tan t .  One  must  be aware here 
that  in such a method  the quest ion one asks has a direct influence on the 
answer one receives. In  a sense, the question determines  the form of the 
response. I t  does not  de te rmine  the response itself, since this comes from 
revelat ion and the symbols  of our  t radi t ion.  But it does de termine  the 
form or  the shape in which the answer appears .  This  is impor tan t  for 
the area  of  spir i tual i ty because this t e rm in Cathol ic  theology is almost 
hopelessly ambiguous .  W h a t  does spir i tual i ty  mean?  Wha t  does the word 
refer to? Does spir i tual i ty refer to an area  within theology, or  does all 
theology come to bear  on spiri tuali ty? Is spir i tual i ty concerned only with 
prayer ,  contemplat ion  and forms of mysticism? Is spir i tual i ty a form of 
Chr is t ian  psychology? Is it a special discipline with reference to a special 
a rea  of h u m a n  life, or  to the Chr is t ian  life cut off from our  daily rout ine 
of  activities? 
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No matter  how spirituality is defined and approached, it seems to me, 
there is a single set of  questions to which thought about spirituality and 
practical spiritualities respond. The  central question can be stated very 
simply: how is a person united to or with God? This question is absolutely 
basic since it expresses the whole purpose of religion generally and 
Christianity in particular. For the Christian, God has taken an initiative 
in human  affairs by revelation; thus the question of how one should 
respond to God arises. What  does God want of the Christian? In  the 
light of God ' s  revelation in Jesus, what is the most worthy purpose to 
which the Christian might surrender and commit his or her freedom? To 
what should we as Christians give our lives? What  is the essence of the 
Christian vocation? In sum, on the most general and basic level, the 
area of spirituality concerns the way Christians should live their lives, in 
response to God ' s  revelation and grace, that will in turn unite them with 
God. What  are Christians to do in this life in order to live in the sphere 
of  God 's  truth and God ' s  will? 

The response of liberation theology 
I cannot in a brief space develop liberation spirituality in any detail, 

but  I can I think characterize it in a few points which will indicate how 
it responds to the question implicit in all conceptions of  spirituality. First 
of all, spirituality concerns the whole of the way a person leads his or 
her life. The core of one 's  response to God is one 's  fundamental  moral  
option, and this option is displayed in the concrete actions that make up 
the whole of  one 's  life. Spirituality is a way of life. Gustavo Gutierrez 
defined spirituality precisely in his A theology of liberation and he has not 
departed from his view in his latest book on the subject. 14 'A  spirituality', 
he wrote, 'is a concrete manner ,  inspired by the Spirit, of living the 
Gospel; it is a definite way of living "before the L o r d " ,  in solidarity 
with all human  beings, "wi th  the L o r d " ,  and before humani ty ' .  15 In  
other words, one responds to God and is united to God in and through 
what one does in the course of one 's  life in the world. And this is 
supported by the theology of grace which was just outlined. 

Secondly, because of this basic conception, liberation spirituality is an 
integral spirituality. By that I mean it unites dimensions of the spiritual 
life that are usually separated and isolated from each other. I cannot 
develop this at length, ~6 but I can give an example. Social and political 
action, action on behalf of groups of people for their liberation, is spiritual 
activity. It involves transcendence; in it and through it one responds to 
God and constitutes one 's  relation to God. This is of course not the only 
spiritual activity, nor  should it be seen as divorced from other forms of 
spirituality. But this example demonstrates the integrity of  liberation 
spirituality, in contrast to numerous  conceptions and forms of spirituality 
which have no concern for this area of the spiritual life, or reduce spiritual 
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life to a personal and individual encounter  with transcendence, or even 
lack the fundamental  conception of h u m a n  solidarity without which an 
integral spirituality is impossible. One  cannot be united with God apart 
from actual relations with other people and other social groups. 

Thirdly, liberation spirituality appeals to human  freedom, commitment  
and action, and not simply to the passive, dependent and weak aspects 
of  our h u m a n  nature. There  are analogies here between liberation 
theology and the insight had by Bonhoeffer during the last months of his 
life. Christianity does not simply appeal to human  passivity; Jesus ' s  
message is not simply to the weak and the helpless. The God revealed in 
Jesus also appeals to those who are strong, to the active and creative 
person who is looking for ideals and values to which to commit  his or 
her freedom. :7 The  will of  God does not simply ask for our  submission. 
God also appeals to our  freedom and asks human  beings t o  dedicate their 
freedom to an alternative vision made up of  God ' s  values and God ' s  
purposes. 

Finally, this spirituality of  action according to the will of God for 
human  beings in history is creative of  the meaning  of  history itself. When  
we ask the question of  whether there is any ultimate meaning  to human  
life in this World, we cannot be naive in our response. One  can only 
understand the workings of God ' s  salvation within our  historical life 
critically. And a critical evaluation must  conclude that for many  people 
in the world today human  life is meaningless. The massive suppression 
of human  freedom that we witness, and the degradation of  human  life 
that is humanly  caused, certainly make life meaningless for many  of  those 
who suffer; but  they also undermine the value and meaning of  our  own 
lives too, since we too are h u m a n  beings. Once h u m a n  existence is 
viewed as the unified historical existence of the race, that is, a common 
existence in solidarity, one cannot logically salvage a personally meaning- 
ful existence in isolation from the multitudes who cannot find any meaning 
to their lives because of  their suffering. Moreover  the freedom and activity 
on the part of the affluent and strong appear equally meaningless when 
they are dedicated to so m a n y  vacuous, selfish and immediate goals. 
God ' s  revelation to us in Jesus, therefore, is the revelation of  a possible 
but not a necessary meaning for history in general and for our personal 
histories in it. That  possible meaning  and possible salvation becomes real 
when, through the power of God ' s  Spirit, a person dedicates his or her 
freedom in one way or another for the freedom and liberation of others. 
Supported by a theology of  co-operative grace, a liberation spirituality 
unfolds a vision in which the h u m a n  life and behaviour of Christians are 
constitutive of God ' s  salvation in history. 

Conclusion 
Let us conclude this all too schematic overview of some fundamental  

religious themes in liberation theology in terms of the two categories, 
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i l luminat ion and empowerment .  We  have discussed the religious question 
of God  in terms of  the notion of God.  W h a t  kind of God  does one 
envision when one speaks of  God? W e  looked at the religious theme of 
what God  does actually in the world. Is the God  of  the gaps as Bonhoeffer 
said, the God  who is relied upon  only to solve the problems we cannot  
solve, being squeezed out  of  our  world by  h u m a n  ingenui ty  and creativity? 
Wha t  does God  really do in the world? A n d  finally we considered the 
conception of the Chr is t ian  life, or  Chr is t ian  spiri tuali ty,  which responds 

to the question of how h u m a n  beings are uni ted  to God.  H o w  do we live 

our  h u m a n  lives in such a way that  they are grounded  in and uni ted  
with ul t imate  t ruth and value? 

In response to these religious themes and questions,  Chr is t iani ty  offers 

answers which are contained in basic Chr is t ian  doctr ines that  come from 

the revelat ion of  G o d  media ted  th rough  Jesus.  These  doctr ines must  be 
interpreted for today ' s  world,  for today ' s  culture,  for today ' s  societies as 

they face today ' s  problems.  A n d  they must  be in terpreted in such a way 

that  they i l lumine and empower .  By i l luminat ion I mean  an unders tand ing  

of a par t icular  religious symbol  or doctr ine that  correlates with and 

responds to h u m a n  experience and questioning.  Religious doctr ines can- 

not simply be imposed on people.  Ra the r  it must  be shown how they 

i l lumine h u m a n  imagina t ion  and experience in a way that  allows us to 

unders tand  real i ty and our  world in a new way. A n d  secondly it must  be 

shown how these doctr ines empower  h u m a n  freedom, by providing goals 
and purpose  for h u m a n  life. After  critical theological evaluat ion is done, 

the ul t imate val idi ty  of  religious in terpre ta t ion  is finally j udged  by whether  
or not they empower  h u m a n  life. 

These  religious themes from l ibera t ion theology have shown their  
intrinsic worth through the power  that  they have released in countless 
human  lives in Lat in  Amer ica .  The  question for nor thern  Chris t ians  is 
whether or not  we shall allow them to i l lumine and empower  us. 

R o g e r  H a i g h t  S.  J .  
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